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Our understanding of the Future of Work continues to shift across every 

major industry since the COVID 19 Pandemic. Quake Capital will showcase six portfolio 

companies that have unlocked Future of Work opportunities across Live Events, Consumer Intelligence, Logistics,

Real Estate Development, Insurance and Sales Enablement on November 19, 2020 from 1-3 PM ET.

ADR I E L  BERCOW
is a Partner at K50 Ventures focused

on investing in Pre-seed and Seed

stage mission-driven founders that

are making work and life better for

the 99%.

BEN  DAN I E L S
is an Investor at IBM Ventures looking

to help fuel growth enterprise-focused

startups through strategic investing.

JOE  DORMAN I
leads the Corporate Strategy function

for Thomson Reuters Legal Technology

business. In that role he handles

investment strategy, GTM and M&A for a

$3.5B portfolio.

Along with our showcase, we will hear from an expert panel of operators and investors to help frame our discussion, and give us deep insights on

how they view the future of work:

Recess (Fund One, Cohort 4) is an online marketplace connecting brands with event organizers making the buying and selling of access to event

audiences a turn-key, efficient and data-driven. Despite the COVID pandemic, Recess had a huge October and were profitable this month (first

time since COVID-19.) They generated $176k in Gross Revenue and $100k in gross profit this month. They also have seen their audience size

rapidly accelerate during COVID, adding 5.8M in audience reach in October alone. They are currently 16% of the size of Live Nation (the

incumbent they are disrupting) and are expecting to surpass Live Nation in audience size in the next 12 months. Recess customers include Apple,

Google, Red Bull, Clif Bar, Coca-Cola, KIND, Talking Rain and more.

Like so many in the experiential space, stay-at-home orders upended Recess's typical brand programs. Recess found new ways to reach

consumers by opening up their marketplace to socially distant events like drive-in movies, drive-in concerts, drive-thru winter lights

events and more. They've also recently added 30 major ski mountains to their platform in anticipation of demand for winter campaigns

from advertisers.

UNLOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

Raising $4M late seed round,  

BlastPoint (Fund Two, NY Cohort 3) - Customizable software platform gives business teams in the SME, access to consumer insights that were

previously only available with the help of an on-site data scientist. Blastpoint leverages AI to show predictive personas to show companies who

they should target. The team has $1.2M ARR, despite the current crisis. In fact, major utility customers such as Mid-Atlantic Natural Gas, ATCO,

and Peoples Natural Gas are now using the platform to identify their most vulnerable customers to enroll them in assistance programs, as well as

forecast the financial impact of the crisis due to late or non-payments.

The Covid 19 pandemic has dramatically changed the financial well-being of millions of households who are behind on bills and

racking up amounts owed that may take years to pay off. Blastpoint's billing and collections behavior prediction module has been in

place since April 2020 which has unlocked the ability for utility companies to manage and mitigate excess billing debt, by prioritizing

relief programs and restructuring payment outreach.

UNLOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

Raising Series A, 14.5M Post-Money Valuation 



(Fund Two, NY Cohort 4) is a collaboration-management platform for Real Estate Developers and Architects. Fohlio centralizes all development

collaboration, and vendor payment, removing the fragmentation of real estate design and construction. Fohlio is used in over 1,000 cities

worldwide. Clients include some largest hotel franchises and developers in the world such as Best Western International, ACCOR SA. Stanford

University, Shimizu. They generated over $750k in ARR YTD, and an increase from $520K in revenues in 2019 (with $470K in ongoing subscription

revenue).

The need for managing global supply chain,  remote collaboration of design and purchasing is now stronger than before. Fohlio allows

different firms to manage the design and procurement process at a central platform, instead of using multiple applications and

emailing documents back and forth, or use paper-based processes that require face to face approval. Fohlio's collaborative product

presents strong stickiness though product led growth and high usage.

AptivIO (Fund Three, NY Cohort 6) is an AI-Powered Decision Making Platform for demand generation, opportunity qualification, buyer

engagement, and risk sensing. Their proprietary software provides real time data and analysis for enterprise sales by tracking public data points

and CRM input to deliver the best close ratio. Data-driven sales organizations account for $960k in ARR and include GE, Atos Financial Services,

Grant Thornton, Capgemini and partners MSFT Power Platform, Oracle Digital Assistant, and SAP, among others.

PerfectQuote (Fund III, ATX Cohort 2) transforms how insurance firms, insurance brokers, and business owners procure, analyze and shop for

commercial insurance plans. They had a strong finish to 2019, generating a run rate of approximately $750K in ARR, servicing 18 large insurance

agencies, and raising just over $1M in capital. The team has experienced 152% growth in new client bookings as of September 2020 (43 agencies),

compared to all of 2019 (17 agencies).

PerfectQuote helps insurance brokers and general agents sell faster by eliminating the mundane data entry required to sell and renew

insurance. The majority of insurance agencies still compare insurance options by hand. This process wastes billions of hours per year in

productivity while creating costly errors. PerfectQuote uses OCR and machine learning technology to eliminate data entry entirely. Our

platform enables insurance agencies to sell products online for the first time ever.

AptivIO's Augmented Intelligence App empowers Enterprise Sales Reps to sell more in the new volatile world of virtual selling. It

leverages billions of external data points to detect hidden revenue opportunities, trigger warm intro recommendations, and achieve

frictionless business outcomes.

UNLOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

UN LOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

UN LOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

Raising $3M Late-Seed, $8M Post-Money Valuation  

$2M seed round closed. Raising Series A 2021 

Raising seed round, $7.255 Post-Money Valuation 

Freight demand has increased since COVID hit while the shortage of truckers remains a major problem in the U.S. Truckers are, in many

ways, the backbone of America since we rely on them to transport essential goods for everyday life. Yet, it is the only industry that

doesn't provide a work/life balance. At the same time, many companies are moving away from having a full time fleet and leaning on

flex contractors from a cost perspective. Fleeting is able to be crucial during this change as they're able to provide an influx of drivers

and flex to the customer's needs.

Fleeting (Fund Three, NY Cohort 5) offers an on-demand booking system that connects CDL drivers with trucking jobs. In October, they generated

$150K in MR with a total of $1.8M in AR. On average, they have 30 active customers compared to 2019 with only 3 customers. Fleeting continues

to grow their pipeline of B2B Contracts who are looking for flex drivers for jobs.

UNLOCKED  OPPORTUN I T Y

Not currently raising


